
All Star Mini Journaling Book

      Project Sheet                       Featuring: Good Ol' Sport[

Designed by Denise Johnson 
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 sheet All Star  (#4500856)
1 sheet Newsworthy (#4500858)
1 sheet Teamwork (#4500862)
1 pack Cardstock Banners (#45008867)
2 each Shabby Chic Medal Brads (#4500548)
2 each Regular Tags Album Kraft (#4500625)
1 Title Stamp *from Cling Stamps 1 (#ICO299)

Additional Supplies & Tools: 
4 (3"x3") photo mats cut from black cardstock,  
2 (10") pieces jute twine, glue stick, tape runner, 
scissors, scoring board & stylus, bone folder, 23⁄4” or 
21⁄2” circle punch, Crop-a-dile or piercing tool and 
mat, corner rounder, foam tape or squares, pencil

Instructions:
1. Cut from each of the three collection sheets a piece 
measuring 33⁄4”x12”. Then cut each of those 3 pieces 
into two 33⁄4”x47⁄8” leaving one 33⁄4”x21⁄4” piece from 
each remaining. Cut one of these pieces to 11⁄4”x33⁄4” 
(the 2 resulting pieces are for the binding covers). 

Round 
page  
corners 
and the 
outer edges 
of the bind-
ing covers 
so they 
line-up 
with tag 
covers.  
Next, score 
each of the 
pages, the 
two tags 
and the 
front  

binding piece 1" from the left hand side. Make sure 
when scoring the pages that any text is facing up.

2. Using a large 
circle punch, 
make a hole in 
one of the News-
worthy pages. 
Stamp the “Good 
Ol Sport” title 
on circle (this 

will be the title 
piece for the front 
cover). Use 2 of 
the black photo 
mats to hide the 
punched out 
circle.   
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3. Arrange the 
layer pages in the 
order you prefer 
and place them 
between the 2 kraft 
tag covers and 
the front binding 
piece (make sure 
not to use the back 
binding piece yet). 
Punch 2 holes 
through all layers 
about 1⁄2” from the 
left edge and the 
top and bottom. Set 
2 brads through 
holes. 

4. Cover the 
brads on the 
back of the 
book, using  
adhesive and 
the other half 
of the piece 
for the front 
binding.   
 

5. Tie a 
piece of jute 
through each 
tag grommet  
and embel-
lish the front 
cover with  
banners and 
the stamped 
circle title 
from step 2. 
 
*Now decorate the inside pages using banners, left-
over page pieces and photo mats. Create fun page tabs 
by backing similar shaped banners. (see additional 
photos for ideas)
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